


SOKFÉLESÉG & INKLÚZIÓ
ÉPÍTSÜK KÖZÖSEN

ERŐSSÉGEINK!
Partnereink:





 Fejleszteni a hátrányos helyzetű fiatalokkal dolgozó tanárok, ifjúságsegítők tudását,
kapacitását, eszköztárát; 
 Hozzájárulni ahhoz, hogy minden fiatalnak azonos esélye legyen részt venni a formális
és nem formális oktatásban, megtapasztalva az inklúzió minden dimenzióját; 
 Olyan teret, lehetőséget, programokat és eszközöket biztosítani, amelyek elősegítik a
társadalmi párbeszédet és kohéziót, valamint csökkentik a diszkriminációt és a
szegregációt.

A projekt célja, hogy segítse a fiataloknak megtalálni saját erősségeiket és elősegítse
minden fiatal teljes el- és befogadását (inklúzióját) a társadalomban és saját
közösségében. 
A DIVE-IN projekt célkitűzései: 

A legfontosabb cél, hogy a fiatalokkal dolgozók tudása, készségei fejlődjenek, továbbá
eszköz- és módszertáruk bővüljön, így a fiatalokkal végzett napi munka eredményesebb,
inspirálóbb legyen számukra. Mindez és a fiatalok felszínre hozott sokszínűsége hozzájárul
ahhoz, hogy a helyi közösség befogadóvá és elfogadóvá váljon.





Az inklúzió definíciója:

A sokféleség definiciója:

Az inklúzió a befogadás és elfogadás legmagasabb szintje. 
Egy már meglévő közösség akkor fogadja el, fogadja be az újonnan érkezőt
teljesen, ha mindannyian tiszteletet mutatnak egymás iránt, és kölcsönösen
tanulnak egymástól. E fejlődéshez minden tag, köztük az újonnan érkező is
hozzájárul személyiségével, ötleteivel és látásmódjával. Ennek
eredményeként a közösség még sokszínűbb, elfogadóbb és jobb lesz. 

Hivatalosan: Sok különböző típusú ember egyesítése, összefoglalása.
Számunkra: Kifogyhatatlan forrása a kreativitásnak, az innovációnak és az
örömnek.





Figyelembe kell venni a tanuló/fiatal eddigi tapasztalatait, tudását, sikereit és nehézségeit.
Hogyan tudjuk elősegíteni a minőségi tanulást? Megerősítéssel. Azzal, hogy pozitív visszacsatolást
adunk azáltal, hogy kiemeljük a tanulási készségeit és sikereit, valamint nehézségek esetén
megmutatjuk azokat a tanulási utakat, amellyel készségeit még inkább fejlesztheti. 

Figyelembe kell venni a tanuló/fiatal által alkalmazott tanulási módszereket, stílust, stratégiákat.
Hogyan tudjuk elősegíteni a minőségi tanulást ? Elsősorban olyan tanulási módszereket
alkalmazunk, amelyek non-formális módon segítik elő az információszerzést, és amelyek növelik a
tanulók/fiatalok motivációját 1-1 feladat elvégzése során. 

Fontos tényező a fiatalok/tanulók megfelelő önismerete. Hogyan látja magát a fiatal/tanuló? 
Hogyan tudjuk elősegíteni a minőségi tanulást? Segíteni kell, hogy a fiatalnak/tanulónak valós
önképe legyen és tisztában legyen az erősségeivel és gyengeségeivel. A tanulási folyamat
részeként fontos, hogy a visszacsatolásainkkal segítsük az önképük fejlődését.

Tanulni és fejlődni mindenki tud, hiszen járni és beszélni is megtanultunk. Azonban ez a tény csak azt
mutatja meg, hogy képesek vagyunk tanulni; de azt nem, hogy hogyan tudunk minőséggel tanulni. A
minőségi tanulás feltétele nem más, mint a tudatosság. Ahhoz, hogy minőségi tanulást érjünk el számos
tényezőt kell figyelembe vennünk. 

Megállapíthatjuk, hogy a minőségi tanulás számos tényezőtől függ, de minden esetben fontos, hogy a
fiatalok/tanulók a megfelelő szakértelemmel rendelkező ifjúságsegítőktől/tanároktól/oktatóktól kapjanak
segítséget.

Mi az a minőségi tanulás? Hogyan támogassuk a fiatalokat?





1–2h

no limit

Útmutató:

Scan me!

Szimbólumok

A kártyák kül- és beltéri foglalkozások, változatos és élményalapú játékok, tevékenységek
révén segítenek népszerűsíteni az elfogadást, inklúziót a fiatalok körében. A kártyák
átlátható módon mutatják be, hogy mi a játék célja, milyen eszközre van szükség, milyen
kérdésekkel lehet feldobni, segíteni a játék menetét. A hastagek és a keretek színei a
foglalkozás típusát különböztetik meg. A QR kódra kattintva további információk,
játékmellékletek és e kártyák nyomtatható verziója érhetők el. 

Csoportméret

Kültéri foglalkozás

Időtartam

Beltéri foglalkozás

Segítő kérdések

Jó tanácsok 

Színkódok: Információ Játék, feladat Aktivizáló Visszajelzés



Mely hiedelmek a legfontosabbak számodra?



#awareness #empathy

On one side of the room there is a sign “agree” and on the other side
“disagree”. Facilitator reads a statement (abortion should be illegal; disabled
people can’t work/study, etc). Participants choose their position in the scale

according to how much they agree or disagree with the statement.
Participants start to discuss their opinions and can change their positions

based on the discussion.

40min

AGREE OR DISAGREE

You'll need:
Two signs (Agree and
Disagree)

Goal:
To discuss controversial topics in the group and spark
deeper conversations

#communication

How many times did you change
your position?

This activity can be triggering, so leave
time for reflection.
Ensure a safe and respectful setting.
It is okay to stay neutral.

How did you feel when others had
different opinions?

no limit

#activity



What is something special/unique about you?



#selfAwareness #selfDisclosure

This exercise allows participants to think about what they bring to the team
by observing the design and shape they gave to their ducks.

Participants build lego ducks (2 min). All designed ducks should be placed in
the circle and participants should select one the best duck according to

different criteria of the target group (the ascetic design, resources saving, the
most innovative, for blind people, etc.) Continue, by proposing another round
and joining participants in teams (of 2, of 4, increase in each round) & repeat

the process exponentially as long as needed.

40min

DUCK COMPETITION

You'll need:
Lego bricks for building
ducks
Computer & projector

Goal:
To highlight diversity as an enriching factor, to break with
mainstream ideas and celebrate diversity

#communication

Which of the ducks would you choose as
the winners?

Each participant gets the same
amount of same shape, size lego
pieces.
Building process has to be silent.

In case the duck was for a blind learner,
which one would you use?
How can diversity change the criteria?

no limit

#activity



What are you proud of?



#teamWork

I am proud of myself for… – it‘s a way to identify own strengths and areas for
development. Then following with the fields of focus: things I am good at

(Strengths), things I want to do better (Development areas), things I want to
do in my life (Goals), what help will I need (Support).

The activity can be used by working in groups, discussing & analysing others
answers, and in the end of the groups they can present their insights.

#communication

I AM PROUD OF MYSELF

You'll need:
Sticky notes
Pens
Large sized paper

Goal:
Thinking about oneself and their own strengths/areas for
improvement, without feeling exposed

What have you learned and
improved on your own?

Each activity should also contain
elements how we:
1) engage/include, motivate youngsters 
2) sustain their involvement 
3) evaluate the learning/progress

So, what are you proud of yourself
about?

no limit

#selfAwareness

Why is it important for you?

40-50min

#activity



What’s the difference in your communication
with friends and parents?



#communication #positiveDiversity

Participants sit back to back, the instructor gives a picture to the group. The
participant has a blank paper and pencil, while the other is given a picture

with an obscure shape on it. The participant who’s holding the picture
instructs the one with the paper on what to draw. The participant who’s

holding the picture instructs the one with the paper on what to draw. After
the activity, participants reflect on the whole process.

20min

6-16

#trust

BACK TO BACK DRAWING

You'll need:
Paper
Pens/markers/pencils
Pictures

Goal:
Teaching the participants learn to rely on each other and
communicate in a detailed manner.

How did you feel during the task?
What is the correct instruction? 

Use different pictures.
Leave enough space between
the pairs.Did you develop confidence in the task?

#activity



 What would you be if you were ideal?



#selfknowledge #positiveDiversity

Participants describe as many of their own positive qualities and strengths
that are important to them and write them separately on sticky notes.

After they are done the sticky notes are collected and the facilitator reveals
that the number of sticky notes the participant hands, is the amount of

points they get for the auction.
Facilitator posts the sticky notes on the board and the auction starts. The
auction ends until all notes are off the board or when there are no more

points left.

45min

5-15

#selfvalue

MAGIC MARKET

You'll need:
Sticky notes
Blackboard/wall
Pens & Papers

Goal:
To discover our own strengths and diversity

Who has any points left? Why?
Are you satisfied with your purchase?

Don't tell the group about qualities
being score points.
Keep track of how many points are left
after one purchase.

Which qualities are the most
important for you?

#activity



How would you describe the community you
live in?



#explore #team

Prepare different tasks for participants to complete in teams,
while exploring the surroundings of a location. Tasks can be

adapted to the interests of the participants and the topic to be
covered. For each completed task given point, the tasks need to

be done in a specific time frame given by the facilitator.

CITY QUEST

You'll need:
Paper & Pen
Camera
Other things for tasks given

Goal:
To understand and strengthen team
building and explore new areas.

1–2h

#cooperation

How do you feel after the activity?
What would you do differently next time doing this task?
Which was the hardest/easiest tasks and why?

3-6 per
group#activity



What is your usual outlet of strong feelings?



#mentalHealth #freedom

Give participants time (2-5 minutes) to think about how they are
feeling at the moment. Then ask each participant to use graffiti

techniques to draw their feelings out. Everyone does it at the same
time. There are no restrictions here, you can draw, write or paint.

There will be no need to talk about the developed work

CREATIVE GRAFFITI

You'll need:
Graffiti paint
A wall, large poster etc.
Gloves

Goal:
To use art and colour therapy to
process emotions, get rid of stress.

40min

#emotions

How do you feel after the activity?
How can art help you to feel
included?

#art

Offer as many colors as possible. 
Can be switched to a paper &
pen activity.

no limit

#activity



What is your biggest dream?



#learning #goal

Each participant sets 2-3 individual goals according to the SMART
goal principle. After that the participant creates a chart of their goals
where they will be able to measure what percentage of the goal has

been reached. From time to time participants note how many
percent of the goal has been reached.

SMART GOALS

You'll need:
Paper
Markers

Goal:
To organise a meaningful set of activities.

40min

Did the chart help you to reach
your goal?
What helped or hindered you
from achieving your goals?

Offer as many colors as possible.
Goals need to be - Specific,
Measurable, Achievable, Relevant,
Time-based. 

no limit

#activity



What do you feel privileged about?



#differences #resources

Participants stand in a line in front of the instructor. Instructor asks
questions, listed in Annex…. In case the answer of the participant is

yes, (s)he steps one step forward, if no, steps back.
Some participants will end up near the instructor, who had better

opportunities embedded, others stay behind, but everybody must be
respected. 

PRIVILEGES

You'll need:
Space to move
Tape to draw the start line

Goal:
To recognise our own strengths, opportunities,
resources, obstacles embedded in our life and
background.

How did you feel, when you were
stepping back?
Do you feel more grateful than before?

Be honest! Respect for
everyone! 

3-20

#activity #strengths
20-25min



What do you feel when others control you?



#control #communication

The group is divided into teams of 3 people. Each team has 3 roles, a blind-folded
(BF) learner, a teacher and an observer. On the first table, BF learner has to draw
the view in front of them. On the second table, BF learner cuts out the paper and

creates a 3D cube. On the third table, BF learner creates the portrait of the
partner made of play-dough. Each task has to be done within 5 minutes. Teacher
can only help the learner with instructions, without touching anything. Observer

analyses, writes notes about what is happening and later describes the
cooperation of the teacher and learner. The teams can change roles at each

table, to gain more experience.

3 ASPECTS UNCOVER 100

You'll need:
3 tables & chairs (10m apart)
Paper, colours, scissors
Play-dough

Goal:
To experience an out-of comfort zone situation from 3
different points of view

How helpful were the received
instructions?
How did you feel blind-folded?

Give time to change the
roles and venue!

9

#activity
30+ min

Which role/situation did you enjoy?



What will you do if you get a million euros?



#decisions #prejudices

Participants sit down and the facilitator hangs papers with one sentence on
each of them, describing a candidate as listed in Annex… on the board. The
facilitator tells the story, that participants are surgeons and they have one

heart for transplantation. Now, based on this piece of info, they have to decide
in common on the order of candidates, who will be given the heart and saved.

After the common decision the facilitator turns the paper, describing the
candidate from another point of view (often with an opposite characteristics).
Based on these 2 puzzles of description the participants have to determine

again common order of candidates.

DECIDE

You'll need:
Whiteboard/blackboard
Markers or chalk

Goal:
To understand the importance of comprehensive
information and of not having prejudices.

How did you enjoy the negotiation
process?
How do you feel about the decisions
made by you and in the group?

Don’t judge! Negotiate!
Convince!

9

#activity
30+ min



What is challenging for you?



#teamBuilding #outdoorActivities

The whole team has to cross a dangerous crocodile river that is marked by
the 2 ropes. In order to do that they can use the floating platforms

(cardboard square) which need to be in a constant contact with a body
part. When the contact is lost, the crocodile (the facilitator) takes away the
platform. In case a team member steps into the river, the team needs to

start from the beginning. The team can use 5 minutes to create their
strategy and think how much time it will take them to accomplish the task.

20min

6-16

#communication

CROCODILE RIVER

You'll need:
2 ropes
Carton pieces (group size/2)
3 blindfolds

Goal:
The whole team learning to communicate
and cooperate more effectively!

What was your strategy?
What was working and what was not?
How did you manage to include all of
the people? 

The facilitator can make interventions
by blindfolding a person, or by asking
them to jump on one foot.

#activity



What characteristics do you value in others?



#gettingToKnowEachother

This activity focuses on showcasing our strengths and how diverse we all
are. The group is divided into couples - person A will need to tell about
themselves for 2,5 minutes, whilst person B will listen and draws their

portrait in the meantime. Afterward, they will switch. When they come back
to the big group, each person will show the portrait they made of their

partner and introduce this person to the whole group.

20min

4-20

#strengths

HUMAN PORTRAITS

You'll need:
Paper 
Colorful pencils

Goal:
For the participants to get to know each
other and see how diverse they are

What surprised you about the other person?

How did it feel for you to talk about yourself
for 2.5 minutes?

The facilitator can add
questions/topics that
participants would talk about in
the given 2.5 minutes

#activity



How are you planning your life?



#goalSetting

The facilitator shares information about the planned events and then asks
each participant to write down their fears, expectations, and contributions
on separate post-it notes. Once this individual part is done, the facilitator

introduces the learning tree of the events. Its roots are the fears, the leaves
are the expectations and the rain on the side is the contribution. Then each

participant shares their fears, expectations, and contributions and puts
their post-its on the big learning tree.

30min

4-20

#settingTheBase

LEARNING TREE

You'll need:
Flipchart
Post it notes
Markers

Goal:
For each participant to share their fears,
expectations, and contributions

How many similarities did you catch?
How can you support yourself and others
to make the most out of this activity?

This activity requires trust
between the participants so it
should not be done in the first
part of the training.

Which part was the hardest for you to think
about?

#activity



What are youth strengths and weaknesses?



#self Knowledge #positiveDiversity

Make a SWOT matrix with a four-quadrant table with a color-coded grid.
Strengths and opportunities are things you consider favorable and within

your control, while weaknesses and threats are unfavorable and dictated by
external forces. Explore the correlation between your strengths and

weaknesses, how to leverage your strengths to make the most of your
opportunities, and how to improve weaknesses to mitigate threats.

45min

5-15

#self Value

SELF SWOT

You'll need:
Pen
Papers

Goal:
To provide insights based on your personality strengths and
weaknesses, what challenges you see ahead of you, and what
opportunities are present around you, now and in the future.

How did you feel while looking for your traits?
What was the toughest/easiest part? Why?
Did you find anything from other SWOTs that resonated with you?

#activity



Where are you getting your energy from?



#energizer #shakeItOff

The group stands in a circle. Everyone should have an arm’s length of
space on either side of them. Everybody counts loudly: “1 - 2 - 3 - 4 - 5

- 6 - 7 - 8!” and at the same time shakes their body:
First, 8 shakes of the right arm, 8 shakes of the left arm, 8 shakes of

the right leg, and 8 shakes of the left leg. 
Repeat 8 times, each time reduce the number of count and shakes

until 1.

SHAKE DOWN

Goal:
Group shaking out their bodies one limb at a time & retrieving more energy.

5min

How is your energy level?
Show it!

In order to increase efficiency, it is
worth doing part of the activity
outside.

#dontSleep
no limit



What is your funniest feature?



#energizer #changePlace

Everyone stands in a closed circle, the volunteer goes to the middle.
The person in the middle tells one fact about himself and others who
do relate with it have to change places (for example the participant

tells “change places if you have blue eyes” and everyone who has blue
eyes changes places in the circle). After the round one person should

remain standing in the middle, now it's their turn to say a new fact.
Play as many rounds as you want to or have time for.

CHANGE PLACE, IF…

Goal:
To get to know each other, highlight similarities and differences

Was it easy to come up with the
facts?

There is a possibility to make levels – you
can do a few rounds about the
appearance and then go deeper (to
personality traits, fears, dreams, etc.)

#getToknow

How did you feel standing in the
middle?

no limit

10-20min



What makes you happy?



#energizer #singing

All the participants stand in a circle. The facilitator starts to run around inside the circle
and sings a song. With the last word of the verse, he stops in front of one person and
starts dancing and singing with them. Then the facilitator takes the person in front of

themselves and both of them start running around in the circle while singing. Again with
the last word of the verse, they both stop in front of different people. They both

dance again, and when finished, take the person with them to run around in the
circle. This continues as long as the facilitator wants, or all participants are running

around and singing the verse. 

15-30minno limit

#dancing

BIG FAT PONY
You'll need a song:

While running: “Here we go with the big fat pony. Here we go with the big fat pony. Here we go with the
big fat pony, early in the morning.”

While dancing: “Front, front, front, my baby. Back, back, back, my baby. Side, side, side, my baby, early in
the morning.”

You can modify the dance moves and the verse itself however you
want, but keep it simple. In the bigger groups, you can start with more
than one person to quicken the energizer’s pace.
Everybody needs to sing the song.



Show your favourite dance move!



#energizer #movement

The facilitator stands in front of the group with a book in hand.
Participants have to move their bodies, just as the book is

moving. The facilitator moves the book in diverse directions and
rhythm, so as to make group members move and laugh.

FOLLOW THE BOOK

Avoid accidents and very sudden actions.

#silence #fun

You'll need:
One book for the facilitator

Goal:
To regain energy and enjoy concentration as well as a
good laugh

2-4min

no limit



Is it always bad to make a mistake?



#energizer #celebrateMistakes

Participants stand in a circle and the facilitator introduces the new
way of counting where each number that consists of 3 or can be

divided by 3 will be replaced by the word “pizza”. For example, 1-2-
pizza-4-5-pizza-7-8-pizza, etc. When a participant makes a mistake

they run around the circle screaming “I made a mistake!” and
everyone celebrates for them. After that, the group starts from the

beginning.

THREE IS PIZZA

Goal:
For the participants to learn that mistakes are okay and can be celebrated

10min

4-20

How does it feel to make a mistake?
How can you see a mistake as a good thing?

The facilitator can work with
reframing the idea of
mistakes and making it feel
like it is okay to make them.

How does it feel when another person makes a
mistake, and you are not judging but
celebrating?



What methods do you use for self-reflection?



#reflection

If activities are taking place outside – let participants find a stick for
themselves. At the beginning of the training session the facilitator should give
every participant a stick and inform that this will be their companion for a day.

After every activity each participant makes a mark on their own stick which
discloses their experience best (it should take 3-5 mins). At the end of the

training session, every participant should show their personalised stick and
share what every symbol on the stick means/talks about the day.

40min

#memorySticks

MEMORY STICKS

You'll need:
A stick per participant
Colored threads
Sticky notes, flowers, etc.

Goal:
To visualise the highlights of the experience and to ease
the process of reflection 

#selfAwareness #emotionalLiteracy

How do you feel looking at the
finished stick?

The facilitator after the reflection should
summarise the day and highlight the
diversity of the memory sticks. Participants
can take their memory stick as a gift.

What does each symbol remind
you?

no limit



What is your most vivid dream?



#feelings

their feelings,
the characteristics of the best youth worker,
their situation in their community,
themselves in 10, 20 years.

The facilitator lays at least 5-10 Dixit cards(depends on the amount of
participants) on the floor/table. The facilitator asks the participants to choose
one card each round, which reflects in their opinion best e.g.:

Each participants shows card to the group and shares, why they chose it.

3 min per
person

#reflection

DIXIT

You'll need:
Dixit cards

Goal:
To reflect on personal feelings and goals

Were your choices conscious or intuitive?

no limit



From whom would you like to receive
feedback?



#reflection #questions #selfReflection

15-30min

no limit

   MIDDLE PART (Define 1-2 things you did
well in this situation, why it was good.)
 BUN (Praise yourself out loud.)

   TOP BUN (Define what are 1-2 things that
you would do differently next time in such a
situation and why.)

BURGER REFLECTION METHOD

You'll need:
Paper & Pen(optional)

Goal:
To reflect on yourself about activity/daily
situations/emotions.

You can do this reflection discussion in the group or individually on
paper. It’s important to find good things – there always are some good
things in each situation.



 What does nature mean to you?



#nature

The facilitator creates a sensual setting that stimulates participants to connect
with themselves and nature. Participants take a few deep breaths, smell the
fresh air, feel the wind and listen to the sounds of nature. They are asked to
walk around (might be barefoot) and find a nature item that represents their

progress in the program so far (facilitators’ choice). Once they come back they
place the item in a common group token with other participants and share

what this natural element represents for them.

20min

4-20

#reflection

NATURE TOKEN REFLECTION

You'll need:
Natural/outdoor setting

Goal:
For each participant to connect with nature and
themselves

Why did you choose this particular element?
What does it represent for you?

It is very important to create
the right setting for this activity
that encourages participants to
connect and reflect.

How did you connect with this element,
yourself and nature?



Which emoji describes you?



#reflection

Each participant is given a sheet and colored pens on which they
should draw a symbol of how they are feeling at the end of the task or

day. Turn on pleasant, soft music and allow time for creativity.

15min

5-15

#emotions

SYMBOL DRAWING

You'll need:
Paper & colorful pens

Goal:
To express our feelings as a result of the drawing

Why did you choose this symbol and those colors?
Which part of the drawing is the most important for you? Why?

After an emotionally tougher topic, it’s hard to talk about our feelings, so
drawing and talking about the result is an easier way to express it. Talking about
the drawing depersonalizes the experience and allows sharing more openly.

How do you feel while looking at your drawing?

#drawing


